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CATALONIA

The spectacular beaches in areas such as the
Costa Brava, its world-class gastronomy, and the
works of famous artists such as Gaudí and Dalí
all make this region one of Spain’s most popular
destinations.
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You’ll find so many interesting examples of culture that you won’t even know where to begin:
unique buildings in Barcelona (known as “the
capital of Modernism”) such as the Sagrada Familia Cathedral or the Palau de la Música Catalana Auditorium,
the outstanding archaeological site at Tarraco,
the monastery of Poblet in Tarragona,
the churches of the Boí valley in Lleida… all declared World Heritage sites by the UNESCO.
We must not forget the urban areas, and in this
category Barcelona is the star. The Catalan capital is modern and cosmopolitan, a vibrant city that
begs to be explored on foot to discover its daily
nature, its modernist architecture, the culture
and the gastronomy. In Barcelona you want to be
in the street because the sun shines most of the
year and the temperatures are mild.
In Tarragona the cultural legacy goes even further back in time to the splendour of the Roman
Empire. A stroll around the ancient walls or the
Roman amphitheatre will be very inspiring for
you.
A trip around Catalonia is full
of surprises. Although it is
almost impossible to discover
them all, you can have many!

CATALONIA
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THE CITY
OF TARRAGONA
Strolling through the most Roman of all
Catalan cities, visitors might feel nostalgic for
times when Tarraco (the original Roman name
of Tarragona) was capital and home to half
Hispania.
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Top Tarragona Sights
City of Human Towers

The castles — the human tower constructions
— originated in Tarragona and in Penedès and
their origin comes from Valencian dances. Tarragona lives and breathes the tower building
spirit and ambience like never before.

The Cathedral

Built on 12th-14th century, in the highest point
of the capital, in the same site where there was
once an ancient Roman temple dedicated to the
imperial cult.

Roman Amphitheatre

Building that held fights between gladiators
(2nd century), over which the Visigoth basilica
was built (6th century) as well as a Romanesque church (12th century).

Balco del Mediterrani

The “balcony to the Mediterranean” a splendid
viewpoint open to the sea over the beach.
Plaça de la Font, Plaça del Fòrum, Plaça del Rei
The modern city coexists with its imperial past,
enjoy its terraces full of life in a unique environment and surrounded by history.

Praetorium and Roman Circus

Roman tower at the Provincial Forum square
(1st century) transformed into a royal palace
(14th century). Roman Circus Building used to
hold horse and chariot races (1st century).

or Enjoy a meal surrounded by over 2,000
years of history.
This is the true World Heritage of Tarragona!
It is a heritage made up of monuments that
take us back to Roman, medieval, modern and
modernist eras; but it is also a heritage made
of people, of human stories and histories, of
small moments, of emotions and feelings...

Tarragona, Living History.!

Tarragona’s beaches

Are renowned for their extremely fine, golden sand, with a very mild slope which allows
walking in the water or swimming as from
200 m from the beach line. Its privileged geographic location allows enjoying a mild climate
throughout the year.

El Serrallo

The typical fishing neighborhood, with its own
personality where one can taste the fresh fish
and seafood in its charming restaurants.
A city full of surprises with thousands of years
of civilization just waiting to be discovered.
Lose yourself in the charming, narrow alleys
of the historic quarter, where the essence of
the medieval city remains untouched by time,

CATALONIA
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OUR
UNIVERSITY
PARTNER

University of Rovira and Virgili (URV)

University education in the Tarragona area goes
back to the 16th century when a university was
founded to teach Grammar, the Arts and Theology.
Since then the higher education in Tarragona
went through different phases.
In 1991, URV was created from the university
centres already existing in cities of Reus and

Tarragona. Since its foundation , the University
URV has gradually increased the number of
courses on offer by creating new campuses in
Tarragona and other near by cities in Catalonia.
The Universitat Rovira i Virgili (URV) consists
of 12 faculties and schools in which 1,500 lecturers and researchers provide degrees to over
12000 students.

OUR PROGRAM
Fully qualified and experienced university teachers
Modern university campus with the latest teaching technologies

Accommodation and full board (3 meals) at the URV’s university residences
A wide range of over 20 fun and learning activities
Tarragona train station and Airport transfer included (Barcelona Airport
transfers with extra charge)
Language course certificate
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FUN AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES
• Excursion trip to Barcelona (full day trip
extra charge)
• Visiting Port Aventura World with over
40 attractions- one of the biggest FUN 		
parks in Europe (extra charge)
• Boat trip excursion on the seaside of
Tarragona province
• Discovering the underground world of
Caves of Espluga

• Jungle outdoor activities in the
countryside
of Tarragona
• Enjoying gold sandy beaches and blue
Mediterranean waters
• Quest through the history of Tarragona
• Walking guided tour of Old Tarragona.
• And many more exciting and 		
unforgettable moments……

WHY STUDY with ENGLISH QUEST
in Tarragona-Catalonia
Exellent location of tarragona, only one hour from Barcelona,
and two hours from Valencia!
Tarragona is a very safe city with rich historical and cultural heritage
Ideal climate with 19 km of sandy beaches and blue mediterranean sea!
Experienced university teachers with over 10 years of language teaching
to international students
URV is ranked 3rd among spanish universities in terms of quality of
teaching and research.
Top 100 young universities in the world.
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ACCOMMODATION
The University Residence Hall unquestionably
has a great location, as it is close to everything.
It is located in the centre of Tarragona, a few
minutes from the university campus and near
the beaches.

Double room with all comforts ensuite
Fully-furnished, exterior room with bathroom
• 2 Single beds
• Bathroom fully equipped
• 2 Wardrobes
• Free WiFi

All rooms are exterior, fully-furnished, with free
WiFi, located in an excellent part of the city, with
the best atmosphere for studying and making
new friends.

Other facilities in the Residence Hall
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Unlimited access to common areas
Leisure , sports activities
Changing of bed linen and towels
Dining room
Self service laundry
Regular cleaning of rooms and common
areas
TV and fitness room
24/7 supervision and support

TARRAGONA SUMMER CAMP
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FUN AND LEARNING
ACTIVITIES
• Excursion trip to Barcelona (full day
trip-extra charge 50 euro)
One of the most popular cities in Europe,
Barcelona is a very vibrant and dynamic
city with a very rich culture and history.
Sagrada Familia, Bario Gotico, La Rambla, Park Ciutadel , Gaudí’s Park Güell
and many more places to see…….
• Visiting Port Aventura World with over
40 attractions - one of the biggest FUN/
THEMED/WATER parks in Europe (Full
day -extra charge 45 euro).
PortAventura World is the perfect destination to spend a great holiday while you

enjoy the best entertainment that southern Europe has to offer; and all in a setting with perfect weather where you will
have a fantastic time at Europe’s leading
themes parks and water park while enjoying the sun and the beach.
• Seaside sailing trip on the seaside of Tarragona province-Costa Dorada, an unforgettable day with activities related to the
sea and the beach. It includes activities
besides sailing, with educational content,
that transmit values such as respect of the
natural environment and developing team
building through fun!
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• Discovering the underground world of
Caves of Espluga. Experience the deep
caves from the prehistoric paleolithic period
with undeground river, and led by 2 experts
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guides, will learn about the geological formation that provide spectacular views.
• Jungle outdoor activities in the countryside
of Tarragona. Live life adventurously at Jungle-Trek enjoying the zip-lines and challenges in the forest. Access to all courses and try
to beat the 130 challenges within a limited
time.
• Enjoying gold sandy beaches and blue
Mediterranean waters, while playing interesting beach games.
• Quest through the history of Tarragona,
discovering the historical facts and sights of
the 1st Roman city on the Iberian peninsula.
• And many more exciting and unforgettable moments…………
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BOOKING A COURSE
You can make a booking at our camp either
through our partners in various countries of
Europe, situated in major cities, or through
our website www.englishquestcamp.com.
Whatever method you choose, be sure you will
have a quick and high quality service that will
support you in the preparation of your trip to
our camp. Once you have made the booking,
arrange for the payment of a minimum of
€300 deposit & €75 registration fees per child
per session.
Please note that no booking will be confirmed
until the deposit has been received. We will
confirm your booking and send you an invoice for the final payment together with a
comprehensive information pack about the
programme(s) you have booked.
By May 30th arrange for the balance of
payment to be made. Bookings received after
May 30th , therefore, must be accompanied
by full payment.

International Sales office:

Extra night: Children arriving a day earlier
or departing a day later than the normal
dates of the programme session may do
so by prior arrangement only. In this case a
supplement of € 60 per child per night will
be added to the invoice.
At our website you may find all the needed information about our programmes, photos of
our Camp, of the accommodation facilities, of
our town Tarragona, and of the great activities
we organise during your stay. Finally, you may
find information about the prices of the programme that you have chosen.

CONTACT
DETAILS

FOLLOW US

+357 97 73 43 97 (viber, WhatsApp)
info@englishquestcamp.com
antoniosvanezis
www.englishquestcamp.com

www.facebook.com/EnglisgCamp
https://vk.com/public84847789
Englishquestcamp

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST IN OUR
PROGRAMMES AND WE WILL BE VERY HAPPY TO
SEE YOU IN OUR CAMP DURING NEXT SUMMER
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